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In a country of high-quality displays, OLED - or organic light-emitting diodes - technology is considered the pinnacle of image quality. Just look at a recent phone like the Samsung Galaxy S9 and it's easy to see why. From stunning color saturation and ultra-ordinary viewing angles to perfect black, OLED screens make most regular liquid crystal displays look blah. (Image credit:
Samsung) The latest trend is bigger and better OLED screens that have found a home on everything from Sony TVs to Dell and Alienwarelaptops. And OLED screens make the latest iPhones some of the most promising smartphones we've ever seen. Prime Day Deals: See all the best deals right now! But what is it about OLED that makes it stand out, and can anything else
compete with it? What is OLED and how does it work? OLED technology stands in stark contrast to LCD and plasma displays. Unlike other screen technologies, OLED displays use organic compounds that include carbon and other ingredients to create colors. Each color on the screen has a different mixture of carbon and other elements. Illustration: Sony When you turn on your
TV or smartphone, electricity activates OLEDs, sitting inside the display that light up or off depending on what the image requires. Samsung Galaxy S8 PhoneView DealBecause OLED does not require backlighting, it is considered emission technology. This particular feature - the ability of OLDs to completely turn off - creates so-called true blacks. When the image requires black,
THE OLED will turn off and create a real black. In contrast, LCD panels, such as those on most flat-screen TVs, require LED lighting, which means that the black areas of the screen will still show some degree of light. (Image credit: LG Image caption The W7 TV measures only x 0.15 inches thick. Credit: LG) Because OLEDs don't require this extra layer of LEDs, manufacturers
can make the panels very thin and easily bendable, allowing the use of technology for both plates like displays such as the LG W7 Wallpaper TV, and lush screens such as the Samsung Galaxy S8. How does OLED compare to other technologies? Because they don't require backlighting, OLED panels can be much thinner than other display technologies. At CES 2019, LG
unveiled its ROLLable OLED TV. The screen uses a super-thin OLED display printed on a flexible glass, allowing it to roll up for storage when not in use. No other screen technology can use flexible glass panels in the same way. LG 43 OLED TVView DealThe thinness of OLED panels allows you to use the technology for curved screens in smartphones such as the Galaxy S9 and
Galaxy S9. It is also widely used in folding screens that come on smartphones this year. Credit: The Galaxy S8 sports an OLED screen that also supports HDR content for the best colors. Photo: Jeremy Lips/Tom's Guide)However, OLED screens present some problems for the companies that produce them. In fact, only a handful of companies, including LG Display and Samsung
Samsung Currently make OLEDs.OLED panels tend to be fragile, and production methods are far from perfect. Even while Apple relies on Samsung OLED displays for its current iPhones, there are reports that the company is investing heavily in microled technology as an alternative to OLED screens in its phones and wearable devices. While production is ramping up and yields
are getting better, these problems have pushed prices up. If you want to buy a device equipped with OLED, expect to shell out some serious cash. Credit: SonyOn side image, you can expect OLEDs to give you better blacks than any other screen technology. And at least so far, OLDs have proven to deliver outstanding color accuracy. However, OLED panels may not produce as
much light as LCD displays can, making them harder to see in a brighter setting. Old OLED TVs have had some input-lag problems, making it difficult for them to upgrade screen in time for fast-acting sports or video games. This, in turn, meant that gamers and sports fans would find a better solution with technology such as plasma. However, LG is doing some improvements in
inputing lagging performance in its TVs, and the technology is quickly catching up with competitors. Finally, if you plan to put the TV in a room where some people don't sit right in front of it, consider OLED. It has the best viewing angles of any screen technology in the television industry. Check out our full TV buying guide for a closer look at how OLED TVs stack up against other
technologies. Which devices have OLED screens? On the television side, LG and Sony are among the most famous companies offering OLED TVs. LG, for example, sells a variety of OLED kits that vary in screen size and price. From award-winning TV wallpapers to the stunning new Rollable TV, LG's TV is using OLED to push the concept of what makes THE TV further than
ever before. This also means that standard TVs get a better picture and a slim design. (image credit: XBR-A1E Bravia.Credit: Sony) Sony, meanwhile, is offering the Master Series A9F OLED TV, which received an editor's choice award for its stunning image quality, and sells for just $4,499.Beyond that, there are several phones and other mobile devices that offer OLED displays.
Most notably, Samsung's flagship Galaxy S9 and Galaxy S9 devices come with OLED screens. These phones start at $720, and the Apple iPhone X is even bigger ($999), but there are more affordable OLED-equipped phones, including the OnePlus 6T ($520). OnePlus 3T PhoneView DealIn is on the wearables market, several devices come with OLED screens, including
Withings Steel HR Sport and Fitbit Charge 3. (image credit: ThinkPad X1 Yoga.Credit: Sam Rutherford/Tom's Laptop front, OLED screens have sprung up on gaming laptops like the Alienware 13 R3 ($1,999) and Razer Blade 15 ($2,299), as well as performance-tuned laptops from Dell.If you're on the market FOR OLED monitor, check out asus ProArt P'22UC, P'22UC, comes out
later this year. What to expect from an OLED image? We haven't tested every OLED screen out there, so it's impossible to say that you get a fantastic visual experience every time. But in some of these higher-end TVs and phones we tested, OLED screens deliver beautiful photos. With OLED, you can expect pure black because oleds turn off whenever they need to create color.
OLEDs don't get as bright as better LCD NABERS, but OLDs tend to be a lot bright for most users. OLED viewing angles should be outstanding, allowing you to place an OLED TV anywhere at home and still get an attractive visual experience. In fact, OLEDs have the best viewing angles of any screen technology right now. All OLED TVs have a 4K resolution and a high dynamic
range, or HDR, to enhance color accuracy. These technologies, combined with OLED functionality, work together to create attractive photos. MORE: Here's where you can get HDR content on your phone or TV But this superior technology isn't cheap: Expect to shell out some serious cash for OLED devices. As noted, OLED TVs cost thousands of dollars more than LCD 100s.
And at least right now, there are no signs OLED TV prices are coming down anytime soon. Should I buy an OLED device? If you have cash and don't mind spending significant sums to get a high-quality display in your new device, choosing an OLED product makes sense. OLED-equipped phones are not the brain if you don't mind paying a premium. OLED gives device
manufacturers more flexibility, allowing them to create more attractive product designs while providing unparalleled image quality. And since OLED screens are often some of the most promising options on the market, the visual experience they deliver is usually outstanding. However, if price is a factor in decision making, an OLED device may not be for you. There are numerous
devices with LED and LCD screens that can be close to matching the visual experience you get in the OLED display. For example, Samsung invests heavily in quantum-point technologies that have some advantages over OLED, particularly in terms of brightness. Overall, however, OLED is an excellent technology that most users would be happy to have in their devices. (Pocket-
lint) - Do you remember that moment about ten years ago when you realized that flat-screen TVs weren't really even close to being flat? Banish those feelings of betrayal right now, and hail the arrival of a really flat TV - FIRST LG, and Planet Earth's largest organic light-emitting diode TV, to date at least. This is OLED for short, although we have half a mind to call it an Organic
LED to get your attention. We'll go into detail about how it works later, but now sit back and wonder about the 15-inch 15EL9500; Its screen is only 3 mm deep, about the thickness of the bank card. Meanwhile, electronics are placed in a separate box behind, so the reality is reality That this delightful screen can't be walled alone - although a small mounting kit for the entire product
is included in the package in the style of a gift box. We were lucky that he did it in stores because many thought OLED technology was stillborn. No sooner had Sony seemingly ended the OLED story earlier this year than its South Korean rival LG announced that it was going to sell the biggest OLED TV yet, with a sluggish Japanese economy - and low demand for Sony's 11-inch
XEL-1 OLED - to blame for the technology's complex ventures. We hope OLED catches on, because despite offering only 15 inches of screen real estate, 15EL9500 really achieve the quality of the image we haven't seen before. Well, not since we reviewed the Sony XEL-1, anyway. First things though - what interesting features are wrapped inside the ribs of 15EL9500? There's a
Freeview tuner inside, but no lengthened air (as seen in the Japanese version of the Sony XEL-1), so the outside air should be used. There's also a thick power come-air cable in close attendance that can look untidy if you try wall grief. You can also attach a Blu-ray player using your mini HDMI input (mini HDMI-HDMI cable enabled), which is not a bad idea given the (albeit tiny)
OLED sports panel's impressive HD Resolution 1366 x 768 pixels; It's a whole bunch bigger than the Sony XEL-1, not hd 960 x 540 resolution. Also included on the 15EL9500 is the USB slot, something that allows an external USB drive or memory drive to be connected. From there, LG's typically lush on-screen menus allow you to scroll between sketches and play, DivX and DivX
HD (MKV) video files, as well as JPEG photos and MP3 music. Image quality from Freeview channels dominates 15EL9500 in a massive contrast ratio - claimed to be a million to one LG. Colors fly from the screen as the image changes, with deep black retaining detail and display depth, although Blu-ray proves to be much more impressive. Even on a 15-inch screen there are
some incredible details and the strongest, most realistic colors we've ever seen. Fast action sequences don't bother the OLED screen, either, without blurring obviously thanks to the insignificant response time of the panel and the 100 Hz mode, too, although the judder inherent in the source (such as in heavily compressed DivX HD files) are still visible. What's more, you can look
from the wings without the image of a plum contrast, as on most liquid crystal screens. Almost completely flat and theoretically bendable, OLED technology should see some interesting new types of TV if the 15EL9500 is a success. OLED panels work by transmitting current through an organic material that self-illuminates, cutting out the need for as many electronic circuits as LCD
or plasma screens. The key advantage is that the light leaks are completely avoided, so that pure black be achieved. Design 15EL9500 - in glossy black and brushed aluminum with electronics window hidden vertically behind the screen, screen, TV stand with the illusion there is no support - beautifully engineered. The 15EL9500 is likely to be the first of many for the company,
and both Samsung and Sony have indicated that more OLED TVs are in development. If 15EL9500 is our criterion, we can't wait. Verdict In one of the TV coups of the year LG both increase the size of the delightful OLED technology by 4 inches (compared to Sony's 2008 effort) and cut the price in half. Equally surprising is the contrast-heavy and brightly colored 15EL9500
screen, which is closer to reality than all existing technology - including 3DTVs - has to offer. Beautifully designed, the only question is: how much do you need a luxury TV on your desk? OLED needs to be refined, and fast. Written by Jamie Carter. Carter. lg oled 55ec9300 manual. lg oled 55ec9300 wall mount. lg 55ec9300 oled tv calibration settings. oled lg smart tv curvo
55ec9300. tv curva oled lg 55’’ 55ec9300
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